
PRISMATIC EFFECT
Light Stories from Rålambshovsparken
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Introduction

This booklet is a compilation of posts created through a period of several weeks in 
early spring 2018. 
The aim of a course was to rethink a certain topic-site  through the concept of Antro-
pocene. This term is used from the 1980s and describes the current geological era 
dominated by human industrial activity and its impact on the environment.  
The works were influenced by a set of philosophical readings from the field of 
architecture and gender theories such as: Architecture and Feminisms: Ecologies, 
Economies, Technologies, edited by Hélène Frichot, Catharina Gabrielsson, and Helen 
Runting.
The practice of critical thinking that explore interactions between spatial elements of 
the environment that are not usually taken into consideration. This allow to activate 
areas of creativity on a new level and bring into the light some concepts from a micro 
world. 
The subject of interest is lighting of a park in the central Stockholm.
Each chapter is composed from a lyric form entry that is supposed to allow the reader 
to connect with a personal experiences and awaken the imagination and feelings. The 
narrative of a lyric is usually universal and at some points can refer even to other spe-
cies that use the public space of park with us humans. The lyric part is accompanied 
by a short discourse based on readings.   
The interpretation of the etries influence perception of works, which makes the final 
outcome differnt for every reader. 

Marta Dydek  

Who is this for?
The stories are for you, who look for an insight into details of every day.

Why?
Our environment is full of complex relations that are beautiful. 
Allowing to speak to what is voiceless is a disruptive innovation.

How?
The stories talk about phenomenon of light through lenses of architectural critical
thinking with a little hint of poetry.

What?
The site is Rålambshovsparken in Stockholm.
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The thief of a    night



What a great spectacle!

My eyes never rest

In the park They shine dimly

On the streets They are my guide

Underground

They came even underground

Is it a red glow of a warm fire?

No, They deceived my senses

They are stealing my stars

They are stealing my night

 

*In Stockholm’s parks and public streets there are around 50,000 points of light 
that consumes an estimated 14 million kWh per year.
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The thief of a    night



You've created this    blackness



And then I hear

– Without these lights I feel more safe.

– Why are you saying this?

– They fool your mind. Imagine night in the nature. Your eyes see DEEP.       

    You start to discover how much is between grey and black… you catch  

     every movement in the low contrast. Here you are trapped in the light  

     zone behind which you only see blackness that is scary.

– But the blackness is scary!

– And this is what you don’t understand. You’ve created this blackness.

 

You've created this    blackness

*Glare is difficulty seeing in the presence of bright light such as direct or reflected 
sunlight or artificial light such as car headlamps at night. Because of this, some cars 
include mirrors with automatic anti-glare functions.
“Generally it is accepted that, the more illuminated a certain place is the safer it will be, 
therefore the night is a lot linked to the practice of less appropriated behaviors – the 
fear appears in the same proportion that the light decreases. And in this case, quantity 
of light is not always a synonym of lightning quality. „
“the light pollution is an ambiguous question: it is simultaneously a financial and an 
environmental problem, due to severe perturbations on the ecosystems, namely birds 
and plants, but fishes are affected too.” [1]
 
“After the London borough of Wandsworth installed 3,500 new street lights in the 
mid-1980s as part of its overall crime reduction plan, researchers at the University of So-
uthampton decide to compare reported crimes before and after the upgrade. Despite the 
fact that increased lighting had been a mainstay of city crime prevention for decades, 
the researchers found “no evidence … to support the hypothesis that improved street 
lighting reduces reported crime.” [2]
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in Greek, the word for „witness”    is          martyr.



When I was there, the streetlights washed dark silhouette as it was passing 
the circle of a lamp. 
I could see you
But it was not a usual image, I could see only as much as the light allowed me 
to see
It showed your hidden side, changed accents 
Now I could easily distinguish your strong facial features
And the light was not reaching the eyes
You were different

Or was it the light that was different? 

Martyr. Those who can recall walking through a park in the evening, under-
stand how much everything loses its materiality without daylight. The light 
itself is not an object “it’s more relation than being”. As a quasi-object that 
contains tension, and powers that work together to reveal to the observer 
little nuances of shapes or merely indicate presence. Objects receive its light 
coat that entirely changes how we perceive them. Hence it’s not possible to 
decide whether in the night conditions things are individuals or work only in 
the companion of light. The relation is strong, one can say that things only 
exist in our minds when they are discovered and recognized.  Usually, we get 
a light signal that bounces from the surface of an object. If not, everything 
remains concealed in non-existence. How much the light exposes an object 
determines the feeling of its materiality. That is a beautiful example of “the 
inherent tendency of things to move on to some new state” with changing 
conditions. Once we understand the relation, we question what is this thing 
that we see? 

in Greek, the word for „witness”    is          martyr.
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I am your light



Come to me

I am your guide.

And I am here

to steal your sight

And I am here, 

To give a joy

Have we ever imagined how much our senses are connected to light? Especially in the night 
conditions, our perception has strong relation to the light situation.  How do our sensations 
vary?  We can look into the subject by positioning ourselves in three main cases, different 
spatial scenarios.
First one, the distance, as we are completely hidden and surrounded by darkness.  Our re-
lation is mostly visual.  Light in this case is more like an object. Our attention is directed to 
a bright figure. In many cases the contrast of a small bright point causes an effect of glare, 
where our eyes are blinded to the details of the dark space. We can perceive a light spot as a 
disorder of a space, a little violently taking our attention.     
As we approach the light source, we step into a more balanced relation, where our senses 
are working together. The light is not only a visual object. It becomes help for our eyes that 
reveal the surrounding. As long as we stay in the shadow, we belong to darkness, we are next 
to the light, we still can look deep into the dark space. We start to feel the positive effect of 
light on our body; it is an awakening, comfortable, refreshing feeling.   
Further, we can be tempted to be closer, to step into the light, become part of its circle. 
We start to feel warmth on our skin, little glowing details. The relation is more intimate, 
overwhelming. We feel it almost physically. It’s a joy. But this moment we take a look outsi-
de, we know we lost our deep vision, the boundary of light is our limit. 
From aggression to joy, a little adventure, so much intense, delicate as well.  

I am your light
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light story



-Why you were never saying this?
-I thought you knew
-No.
As I was looking around, everything was different. I have never thought about it. I never 
imagined the moment when they light the lamps. He told me I will see something, but I 
have never expected what it made to the threes. 
-You know what?
He smiled.
-I started to believe in magic. 
I smiled.

They were siting on one bench, in their park. People were passing by, unaware of the 
moment. Because the change is elusive. Only if you are a good observer you can realise. But 
they knew the place better than anyone. It’s funny how clear mind can sharpen your senses. 
And when you really wait for the moment, it hits you stronger. So what they saw? 

Energy

Simple true. Light is energy. It fills evenly the space and changes things which it meets.  It’s 
the nature of light. The inert thing is growing.  The most beautiful relation between things. 
You may call this magic.

When the night came, they saw the moment of awakening. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8vVkAu7DRo
Max Richter - On Reflection . . .
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light philosophies



What can we learn from light? 
relationships between individual values

contrast
direction
distribution
temperature
intensity
color rendering

in the physical sense light is behaving according to constant rules. It is measureable. Materialistic 
sense w zależnożci od sytuacji przejawia naturż falowż lub korpuskularnż. 
Nie mówiżc już o tym ze żwiatło widzialne to spektrum fal rożnej długożci.
Zależnożci sa skomplikowane ale przewidywalne. Ale teraz mamy jeszcze odbiorce i wpływ 
swiatla na percepcje przestrzeni, powiazania z narzadem wzroku. 

Kot Schrödingera, 
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